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While deductive parsing techniques are well-understood for traditional rule-based and
lexicalist grammars, they are rather more elusive for current principle-based grammars.
In this paper, we argue that a major source of difficulty arises from a fundamental
difference in the way such grammars should be axiomatised. While rule-based gram-
mars typically consist of a set of sufficient ‘structure-generating’ axioms, principle-based
grammars are more naturally expressed as a set of necessary ‘structure-licensing’ con-
ditions. On this basis we propose a methodology for implementing deductive parsers
which is more suitable for this class of ‘licensing grammars’. We then argue that current
principle-based grammatical theories can be most naturally implemented by decompos-
ing them into representationally homogeneous subsystems, which are axiomatised as
licensing ‘sub-grammars’ – each contributing its own aspect of a global syntactic de-
duction system. Finally we consider the new range of options this approach offers for
developing flexible and possibly distributed control regimes.

1 Introduction

Syntactic constraints form an important source
of knowledge in any natural language processing
(NLP) system, be it intended for a practical ap-
plication requiring deep interpretation, or as the-
oretical or cognitive model for current theories.1

However, modern ‘principle-based’ linguistic the-
ories are complex, abstract, and formally un-
derspecified, making them difficult to incorpo-
rate within current NLP systems. To begin ex-
ploiting these linguistic developments in compu-
tational systems, we require a rigorous framework
in which we can formally represent such gram-
mars and then construct systems which use these
grammar respresentations transparently. We ar-
gue that the logic programming paradigm pro-
vides such a framework.

1This is the case regardless of whether or not a syntactic
representation is explicitly constructed. That is, such con-
straints may be used to directly map from an input string
to, say, some meaning representation language.

However, while phrase structure grammars are
highly amenable to axiomatisation in horn-clause
logic, and lexicalist frameworks such as categorial
grammar have well-defined logical interpretations,
this paper considers how more heterogeneous,
principle-based linguistic theories might benefit
similarly from the logic programming paradigm.
We demonstrate that while deductive parsing
techniques can be fruitfully applied to principle-
based or ‘licensing’ grammars, several interesting
differences emerge. First, we show that the cor-
respondence between a syntactic analysis and a
proof must be reconsidered, and the deductive
techniques revised. Secondly, we argue that such
grammatical theories may be most effectively ax-
iomatised as several sub-grammars in which par-
ticular constraints are defined over the simple
representational types to which they apply. We
then consider the motivations and implications of
such axiomatisations for efficient implementation
of principle-based parsing systems.
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The relationship between logic programming
and language processing dates back to the ori-
gins of Prolog. Indeed, Definite Clause Grammars
(DCGs), now a component of virtually all Prolog
implementations, provide a notation explicitly for
writing phrase structure grammars. Once these
grammar rules are compiled into standard Prolog2

they receive a procedural interpretation, becom-
ing a top-down, left-to-right, recursive-descent
parser. That is to say, by representing the rules of
grammar as axioms in Prolog’s horn-clause logic,
we can use Prolog’s theorem proving engine as a
parser.

This natural embedding of phrase structure
grammars in Prolog suggests that we should be
able to cast natural language parsing into the
broader logic programming paradigm. That is to
say, distinction between logic and control within
logic programming may be naturally inherited by
the parsing domain. This constitutes the so-called
Parsing as Deduction (PAD) hypothesis, wherein
a parser is defined as a logical specification of a
grammar, in conjunction with some deductive in-
ference engine which realises a particular parsing
algorithm for that grammar (Pereira and War-
ren, 1983) (Pereira and Shieber, 1987). So just as
there is a direct correspondence between a gram-
mar and its logical representation as horn clauses,
so is there a similar correspondence between the
logical inferencing (or theorem proving) strategy
and the parsing algorithm. A further, and impor-
tant, correspondence is that for such logic gram-
mars, the ‘proof’ that a sentence is indeed a the-
orem of the grammatical axioms is precisely the
parse tree for that sentence.

If we adopt the PAD methodology, the task
of developing a parser can be simply broken
down into (a) the provision of a logical speci-
fication of our grammar, and (b) the construc-
tion of a suitable theorem prover. The lat-
ter of course, is dependent upon the richness
of the logic we have used, and may conceiv-
ably take advantage of specific properties of our
grammar axiomatisation.3 While such deductive

2The translation from DCG form into Prolog is a trivial
one, which requires the simple addition of string-handling
difference-lists to the original rules. For a thorough ex-
position of DCG implementation see (Pereira and War-
ren, 1980), and for other logic programming formalisms
see (Abramson and Dahl, 1989).

3Consider, for example, that the inference procedure

parsing techniques are well-understood for tra-
ditional rule-based, phrase structure grammars,
they are rather more elusive for the current wave
of principle-based or constraint-based grammars.
In this paper, we argue that a major source of
difficulty arises from a fundamental difference in
the way such grammars should be axiomatised.
While rule-based grammars typically consist of
a set of sufficient ‘structure-generating’ axioms,
principle-based grammars are more naturally ex-
pressed as a set of necessary ‘structure-licensing’
conditions which in essence rule-out ill-formed
structures, rather than generating well-formed
ones. On the basis of this observation we propose
a new methodology for implementing deductive
parsers for this class of licensing grammars.

We begin below with a brief discussion of
principle-based parsing, highlighting the tendency
to adapt traditional rule-oriented parsing technol-
ogy. In particular, we stress that the standard no-
tions of parsing are inherently biased towards the
homogeneous nature of rule-based grammars, and
are inappropriate given current abstract licensing
grammars which consist of a small set of interact-
ing principles/constraints – typified by the princi-
ples and parameters paradigm, e.g. Government-
Binding Theory (Chomsky, 1981) (Lasnik and
Uriagereka, 1988). We then cast the parsing prob-
lem in deductive terms, to provide a more for-
mal foundation for our discussion. In particular,
we observe that construction-oriented, rule-based
grammars (such as CFGs, etc.) typically consist
of structure specific rules, where one rule is suf-
ficient to license or indeed generate a particular
instance of syntactic structure. In the context of
licensing grammars, however, particular instances
of syntactic structure are often required to meet
a number of more abstract conditions which in-
teract.

We will then examine some previous ap-
proaches to implementing deductive, principle-
based parsers, and the key problems they face. In
particular, we consider the relationship between a
syntactic analysis and the deductive proof. While
the relationship is direct for phrase structure
grammars, this is not the case for the current
principle-based accounts in which principles in-

used by Prolog to parse DCGs restricts one not only to
grammars that may be specified as horn-clauses, but also
to grammars that contain no left-recursive rules.
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teract combinatorially to license annotated struc-
tural representations. In contrast with some ex-
isting deductive, principle-based techniques, we
advocate an approach which decomposes syntactic
analysis into several uniform representation types.
This reduces the logical and deductive complexity
of the component systems, permitting the use of
simple and well-understood techniques. Within
this approach, a complete syntactic analysis con-
sists of a ‘tuple’ of proofs; each corresponding to
a particular representational aspect of the overall
analysis. We demonstrate the application of this
technique by constructing a grammar fragment
which distinguishes the recovery of local and hi-
erarchical constituent structure (or phrase struc-
ture), from the determination of long distance re-
lationships, called chains.

1.1 Parsing with Principles

The computational linguistics community has re-
cently exhibited increasing interest in the devel-
opment of systems based on the principles and
parameters model of current linguistic theory.4

The adoption of this paradigm remains rather
tentative, however, for several reasons. First,
principle-based syntactic theories such as GB
theory are typically complex, unstable, and –
by computational standards – informal. Thus
there is no readily available formal specifica-
tion of what a GB grammar is (but cf. (Sta-
bler,1992)). Secondly, there has been a reluc-
tance to abandon the traditional parsing technol-
ogy – centered around phrase structure grammars
(or, equivalents) – which is rendered largely in-
adequate by the modular, heterogeneous and ab-
stract nature of principle-based theories. The re-
cent trend towards statistical parsing techniques,
has also shifted emphasis away from the ex-
plicit formalisation of linguistic knowledge, to
its ‘approximation’ (and acquisition) by data-
intensive, stochastic techniques (though Fordham
and Crocker (1997) consider how the principle-
based and stochastic techniques might be com-
bined).

There are, however, a number of arguments in
favour of pursuing principle-based systems. The

4See Berwick et al (1991) for a good introduction, and
a collection of papers on various systems and approaches.
Additional systems are presented by Crocker (1991b) and
Merlo (1995).

most obvious is that it allows the exploitation
of ‘state of the art’ syntactic theorising. In this
way we might also contribute to the formalisa-
tion of syntactic theory as it develops (see (Sta-
bler, 1992) in particular). From an ‘engineer-
ing’ perspective, there are other potential ad-
vantages; principle-based systems are much more
compact and may well be easier to maintain than
construction-based systems. While the interac-
tion of principles is typically more complex, the
principles themselves are relatively simple and
prohibit the ‘yet another special rule’ approach
which is rife in the development of construction-
based systems. Furthermore, given the typically
large numbers of rules involved in the latter, there
is no explicit notion of an underlying theory which
can be used to justify particular rules, while prin-
ciples must remain consistent with the overall
theory of grammar. A further appeal is that
principle-based systems may be designed to ap-
ply cross-linguistically, sharing the fundamental
grammar and parsing machinery, while construc-
tion based systems are inherently language spe-
cific.

1.2 Parsing as Deduction

In an effort to construct more faithful and trans-
parent realisations of principle-based systems,
there has been recent interest in so-called ‘de-
ductive’ parsing methods. As we sketched above,
this approach explicitly separates the axiomatisa-
tion of grammatical principles – a purely declar-
ative specification – from the procedures which
use these axioms to ‘prove’ derivations of syntac-
tic analyses. In particular it has been shown that
meta-interpreters or program transformations can
be used to affect the manner in which a logic
grammar is parsed (Pereira and Warren, 1983),
while leaving the grammar unaltered (or logically
equivalent). That is, for a given logic grammar we
can construct a variety of parsers such as LL, LR,
and Earley, among others. One problem, however,
is that not all parsing strategies are suited to all
grammars. A recursive descent parser, for exam-
ple, may not terminate for a grammar with left
recursive rules, while bottom-up parsers are typ-
ically unsuitable for grammars with empty pro-
ductions (Pereira and Shieber (1987) provide a
thorough exposition of these issues).

One attempt to extend the PAD hypothesis be-
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yond its application to simple phrase structure
logic grammars is presented by Johnson (1989).
In particular, Johnson has developed a prototype
parser for a fragment of a GB grammar. The sys-
tem consists of a declarative specification of the
GB model, which incorporates the various princi-
ples of grammar and multiple levels of represen-
tation. His top-level axiomatisation is as follows:

(1) parse(String,LF) :–
xBar(infl2,DS),
theta(infl2,0,DS),
moveAlpha(DS,[],SS,[]),
caseFilter(info2,0,SS),
phonology(String/[],SS),
lfMovements(SS,LF).

This specification transparently encodes the
standard T-model of transformational syntax:
xBar and theta instantiate well-formed D-
structure (DS) representations, moveAlpha then
transforms these into candidate S-structures (SS),
which are in turn mapped onto phonetic (in this
case a String) form and logical form (LF). When
trying to compute this relation using Prolog’s de-
fault control mechanism, however, this system has
obvious problems. The result will be a näive
generate and test parser, since D-structure and
S-structure will first be generated by the gram-
mar and only then matched to the String by the
phonology predicate. Furthermore, if xBar were to
contain left recursive axioms (Johnson’s does not,
but this would be required for a more complete
axiomatisation) that predicate alone might never
halt.

It is at this point that the declarative interpre-
tation of logic programs becomes of practical use.
Crucially, Johnson illustrates how the fold/unfold
transformation, when (manually) applied to var-
ious components of the grammar, can be used
to render more efficient implementations derived
from the sort of axiomatisation given above. This
approach effectively reaxiomatises the grammar
into a system more amenable to Prolog’s control
and inference regimes.5 Roughly speaking, this
can be viewed as a step in the direction of par-
tially evaluating a principle-based system into a
set of phrase structure rules (although Johnson
does not advocate such a move); moving from

5See (Johnson, 1991) for further discussion of such
techniques.

an abstract specification to a more concrete or
‘compiled-out’ form (for discussion of this in a
non-deductive context see (Merlo, 1995)).

While the transformation approach may be
a practical solution for constructing efficient
parsers, it loses the appeal of a system which
directly exploits a compact, modular system of
principles on-line. Also, every time a change is
made to the underlying grammar, it will need to
be re-transformed, and the nature of these trans-
formations may need to be revised for the new
grammar. As an alternative, Johnson also demon-
strates how goal freezing, an alternative Prolog
control strategy, can be used to increase efficiency
by effectively coroutining the recovery of the var-
ious levels of representation, allowing all princi-
ples to be applied as soon as possible, at all lev-
els of representation. While attractive, this ap-
proach is not without its difficulties; the success
of coroutining relies not only on the careful en-
coding of the representations, but efficiency and
indeed termination properties will depend on pre-
cisely how and when the various principles apply
to successfully constrain what is essentially an in-
formed generate and test procedure.

In sum, the deductive approach to parsing is
theoretically attractive, but unsurprisingly inher-
its a number of problems with automated deduc-
tion in general. Real automated theorem provers
are, at least in the general case, incomplete. That
is, they cannot a priori be guaranteed to return
all (or any) solutions to a given request. One in-
stance of this is the left-recursion example cited
above; a perfectly legitimate grammar rule may
cause the Prolog inference engine to pursue an
infinite path and never halt. While it is possible
to solve or at least detect some of these problems,
especially for parsing algorithms and grammars
formalisms which are well understood,6 it is cer-
tainly not possible in the general case. We can
therefore imagine that a true, deductive imple-
mentation of GB would present a problem. Unlike
traditional, homogeneous phrase structure gram-
mars, GB makes use of abstract, modular princi-
ples, each of which may be relevant to only a par-
ticular type or level of representation. This modu-
lar, heterogeneous organisation makes the task of

6As another example, many bottom-up algorithms can-
not be guaranteed to succeed if there are empty produc-
tions in the grammar.
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deriving some single, specialised interpreter with
adequate coverage and efficiency a very difficult
one. For further illumination of these issues, the
reader is referred to (Stabler, 1992), although that
work is not specifically directed at parsing con-
cerns.

2 Rules versus Principles

The traditional characterisation of language in
terms of construction-based systems (i.e. systems
which use individual rules to describe units of
structure, as exemplified by a context-free gram-
mar) has significantly influenced our views about
parsing. In particular, there is a tendency for
parsers to use the rules of grammar to ‘generate’
instances of structure. This is possible because
of the homogeneous nature of construction-based
grammars, where a single rule is sufficient to li-
cense a particular unit of syntactic structure.

This property of ‘rule-to-structure’ correspon-
dence does not obtain in principle-based gram-
mars, however, where particular units of structure
must satisfy a collection of relevant principles.
Furthermore, any given principles might only be
concerned with a particular aspect of that struc-
ture. Consider, for example, the following VP
structure:
(2) VP

V NP

saw the film

In a typical phrase structure grammar, this
structure (excluding the subtrees of V and NP,
and henceforth written as [V 2 V0 N2]) is licensed
by the single rule; VP → V NP. In a principle-
based grammar, the structure is only well-formed
if it satisfies a number of principles; X-theory li-
censes the basic structural configuration (i.e. the
complement NP as sister to the Vmin projection,
and dominated by a higher V projection, namely
VP), the θ-criterion is satisfied since the NP both
requires a thematic (θ-)role and occupies a θ-
marked position, and finally, the NP must satisfy
the Case filter (which it does, due to the transi-
tive verb). Given that the principles are each con-
cerned with only a particular aspect of the syn-
tactic structure, none are particularly appropriate

for generating the structure. In sum, principles
are more naturally viewed as constraints on syn-
tactic structures, rather than generators of them.

The approach adopted in most existing
principle-based parsers is to treat the rules of X-
theory as structure generators, and then apply
the principles as constraints on these structures
(e.g. see (Crocker, 1991b) and also the discussion
of other systems by Berwick (1991)). This tech-
nique has a number of potential disadvantages,
however. In the first place, X-theory is a principle
of D-structure in most current instantiations of
the theory, and hence is not sufficient for generat-
ing the set of possible S-structure configurations.7

Secondly, there has been an increase in support
for the abolition of X ‘rules’ per se, favouring
feature-based constraints derived from more fun-
damental properties of lexical items, e.g. (Speas,
1990).

The fundamental difference between rule- and
principle-based systems – i.e. rules as ‘generators’
versus principles as ‘constraints’ – is made more
precise when cast in terms of deductive parsing.
To begin, consider the following (horn clause) ax-
iomatisation of a simple context-free grammar:

(3) (a) S ← NP ∧ VP
(b) NP ← Det ∧ N
(c) NP ← PN
(d) VP ← V ∧ NP
(e) PN ← “Mary”
(f) Det ← “the”
(g) N ← “film”
(h) V ← “saw”

Now we can illustrate the derivation or ‘proof’
of a sentence S for the string Mary saw the film,
as follows:

(4)
Mary

PN

saw

V

the

Det

film

N
(3b)

NP
(3c)

NP
(3d)

VP
(3a)

S

Borrowing a notation widely used in the Cate-
gorial Grammar literature (as introduced by Ades

7That is, surface structures may be composed of both
the configurations licensed by X-theory and those which
result from transformations, such as adjunction.
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and Steedman (1982)), this derivation illustrates
a complete proof of the theorem: S ← Mary saw
the film, derived from the axioms given in (3).8

Furthermore, the derivation transparently repre-
sents the (inverted) phrase structure for the sen-
tence, where derivation steps are translated into
branches connecting the consequence (below the
derivation line) to it premises (above the deriva-
tion line) – this follows from the fact that the
rules/axioms directly characterise the well-formed
units of structure, as discussed above.

Note, it is possible to construct our derivation
such that we record the proof/constituent struc-
ture as we go along. This is accomplished by
writing the derived consequence X as [X Prem1
. . . PremN], where each premise in turn is the
structure of the sub-proof:

(5)
Mary

PN

saw

V

the

Det

film

N
(3b)

[NP Det N]
(3c)

[NP PN]
(3d)

[V P V [NP Det N]]
(3a)

[S [NP PN] [V P V [NP Det N]]]

Thus the final derivation is in fact a bracketed
list encoding the structure of the original deriva-
tion in (4).9 Crucially, while it is possible to carry
the sub-proof as we construct the derivation (as
in (5)), this structure is not used or referenced
by the axioms of grammar (indeed, (4) does not
build such a proof record). In early transforma-
tional grammar, however, it was possible write
such structure sensitive rules, as in the case of
the passive10:

8In fact, the reader may have noticed that linear order
is implicit in this system. That is, NP ← Det ∧ N, implies
that Det is adjacent to, and precedes, N. Furthermore, any
theorem (i.e. derived result) or premise (i.e. lexical item)
may only be used once in the course of the derivation. This
may be defined naturally within the general framework of a
linear logic. For our purely illustrative purposes, however,
a thorough and formal exposition of the assumed logical
framework would take us too far afield.

9See (Stabler, 1987) for a discussion relating the proof
procedure assumed in (4) with an equivalent one which
records the proof tree, as in (5).

10Note, this transformational rule is a simplified refor-
mulation of the standard passive rule in TG, where the
premise is the ‘structural description’, and the consequence
is the resulting ‘structural change’.

(6) [S NP1 [V P V NP2]] ← [S NP2 [V P V [PP by
NP1]]]

As we discussed above, current conceptions of
the phrase-structure component within the prin-
ciples and parameters approach are heading away
from such a rule-oriented characterisation. This
is exemplified by the Project Alpha proposal of
Speas, where the projection of structure from the
lexicon is free, and only subsequently constrained
by the syntax (Speas, 1990). This move is es-
sentially the final step in eliminating the rule
component in favour of a pure ‘licensing’ gram-
mar. In sum, the view is one where syntax simply
constrains (or, licenses) virtually arbitrary struc-
tures, rather than generating them.

Our approach is to characterize the well-formed
structures of a language in two stages. First, we
define a set of possible structures against which
the grammatical principles can apply. Secondly,
we specify the grammatical principles which pick
out those members of the set of possible structures
which are, in fact, well-formed. What are the pos-
sible structures? Here, we begin with the view
that they are simply binary branching trees. We
will further assume that the principles that apply
to them are strictly local and are defined exclu-
sively with respect to local structure units. That
is, our principles will not apply to whole trees
but only to branches of trees, e.g. [V 2 V0 N2].
This restriction permits the close interleaving of
the two stages outlined above; as each new bi-
nary branch is proposed during the construction
of a tree, we can immediately verify the local well-
formedness of that branch (Crocker (1991a, 1996)
provide more detailed discussion and illustration
of this point).

It might be objected that a complete axioma-
tisation incorporating movement would entail the
use of tree transducing axioms, permitting the de-
scription and constraint of Move-α.11 This would
eliminate the strictly local characterisation of the
principles.12 In recent work, however, Crocker
(1992,1996) develops a ‘representational’ reformu-
lation of the transformational model which de-

11See (Stabler, 1992) for an elaborate exposition of this
approach.

12Note, the approach presented here would still be appli-
cable, but the axiomatisation would be rather more compli-
cated, and the resulting computational complexity would
be increased.
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composes syntactic analysis into several represen-
tation types – including phrase structure, chains,
and coindexation – allowing one to maintain the
strictly local characterisation of principles with
respect to their relevant representation type. This
approach entails the use of multiple inference en-
gines: one dedicated to the construction of each
representation.

For expository purposes, we will first consider
a single, phrase structure representation. This al-
lows us to illustrate the general licensing approach
for a simple grammar. We then consider the treat-
ment of non-local dependencies, which is realised
by introducing the representation of chain struc-
ture. We first extend the phrase structure system
to allow empty categories, and a broader range of
structures. We then show how the techniques de-
veloped for proving phrase structure ‘theorems’
for a given string can be similarly exploited to
prove chain structure theorems for a given phrase
structure. A complete, well-formed analysis is ob-
tained precisely when we can prove a phrase struc-
ture which covers the string, and a chain structure
which covers the phrase structure. Finally, we
consider the issue of control in the context of our
multiple deductive systems.

2.1 Licensing and Phrase Structure

Given our commitment to local binary branches,
our procedure is the following: First, we define
the set of possible binary branches. Secondly, we
apply the principles of grammar to the branches
thereby defining the set of proper branches, and
thirdly, we define the set of well-formed binary
branching trees from of the set of proper branches.
This can be formalised straightforwardly as fol-
lows:

(7) I. Two sets of nodes:
(a) The set T of all terminals.
(b) The set NT of all non-terminals.

II. The set B of branches:
(a) if X, Y, ZεNT , then [X Y Z ] ε B
(b) if XεNT , Y εT , then [X Y ] ε B
(c) there is nothing else ε B

III. The set PB of proper branches:
(a) α ε PB iff α ε B, and

(b) α meets all necessary conditions in (8)

IV. The set Tr of well-formed trees:
(a) if α = [X Y ] ε PB, then α ε Tr
(b) if At, Bt ε Tr and [X A B ] ε PB, then

Xt = [X At Bt ] ε Tr
(Zt denotes a tree rooted at the NT node Z)

To complete the definition, we now give an ex-
ample of a rather simple set of principles, which
state the conditions which are necessary for a
branch (b ∈ B) to be a proper branch (b ∈ PB).13

In the following definitions, X, Y, Z are vari-
ables over NT , Word is a variable over T and
N, D, V ∈ NT .

(8) X-theory:
(a)[Xi Yj Zk ] →

X = Z, i=j=2, k ≤ 1, Y is-spec-of X
or,
X = Y, j=0, k=2, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2.

(b) [Xn Word] → cat(Word,X), 2 ≥ n ≥ 0.

Case Filter:
(c) [Z X N2 ] → case-assigner(X).

θ-Criterion:
(d) [Z X0 Y2 ] → θ-marks(X0,Y2).

Lexicon/Parameters:
(e) cat(‘the’,D).
(f) cat(‘film’,N).
(g) cat(‘saw’,V).
(h) case-assigner(V).
(i) θ-marks(V0,N2).
(j) D is-spec-of N.

In these rules, the left-hand-side shows a struc-
ture which pattern-matches against structures in
B. The right-hand-side states a necessary condi-
tion for the structure to be a proper branch. In
contrast, our earlier CFG rules stated sufficient
conditions for structures to be well-formed.

Given this set of axioms, consider the following
proof of VP → saw the film:14

13The given definitions are only intended as simple ap-
proximations for the purposes of exposition, and are not to
be construed as axiomatisations of the actual grammatical
principles.

14We consider only a VP constituent for the moment,
since a full sentence would require an axiomatisation of
movement, which is not included in the current fragment.
Precisely such a grammar is developed in the next section.
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(9)
saw

[V 0 saw]{8b,g}

the

[D2 the]{8b,e}

film

[N1 film]{8b,f}

(7IIa)
[N2 D2 N1]{8a,j}

(7IIa)
[V 2 V0 N2]{8a,c,d,h,i}

In such a proof, simply drawing a line under one
or more structures and writing a new structure
underneath the line corresponds to constructing
a branch using clause (7IIa) where X and Y are
instantiated on the basis of the root node of each
structure above the line (or by clause (7IIb), for
the lexical cases). The superscript rule numbers
next to each branch indicate which constraints are
satisfied to show the branch is a proper branch
(in accordance with (7III) ). By virtue of (7IV)
we can then construct the well-formed tree:

(10) [V 2 [V 0 saw] [N2 [D2 the] [N1 film]]]

¿From this example, we can see that the
axiomatisation and derivations for a principle-
based – or, more properly, licensing – gram-
mar are rather more complex than for a tra-
ditional ‘construction-based’ CFG. Most impor-
tantly, the derivation of a particular unit of struc-
ture is not supported by an individual (sufficient)
axiom characterising precisely that construction,
but must rather be consistent with the complete
set of (necessary) axioms – each of which might
only constrain some aspect of that unit of struc-
ture.

To summarise, the difference between rule-
based and licensing grammars can be conceptu-
ally characterised as follows: Assuming that the
task of a grammar is to define the set of well-
formed syntactic analyses of a language, the rule-
based grammar provides a set of sufficient con-
ditions for the construction of particular units of
structure (e.g. to construct an NP it is sufficient
to have a determiner and a noun, NP ← Det N).
In a licensing grammar however – and assum-
ing that principle-based grammars are licensing
grammars – the axioms do not ‘generate’ well-
formed structures. Rather the axioms are neces-
sary conditions which, given some structure, de-
termine whether or not it is a candidate member
of the set of well-formed formulae (wffs) and only
once all the relevant axioms are satisfied can we
be sure it is indeed a wff.

2.2 Licensing and Chains

It should now be clear that the licensing grammar
introduced above is extremely limited in its poten-
tial coverage by the fact that only local (proper
branch) dependencies can be expressed.15 Anal-
yses within current principle-based accounts of-
ten posit numerous such dependencies, even for
superficially simple utterances. Consider the sen-
tence What will Maŕia see? , which might reason-
ably be assigned an analysis as follows:

(11) CP

NP C

C0 IP

NP I

I0 VP

NP V

V 0 NP

Whatk willi Maŕiaj ei ej see ek

In comparison with the simple grammar frag-
ment introduced above, such an analysis requires
several additions. We need to introduce relevant
constraints for the clausal, functional categories
C and I including their valid head, complement
and specifier selections. We need also permit NPs
(and also I) to be empty, dominating traces which
replace the lexical element which has moved out
of that position. None of these additions is par-
ticularly onerous, and are achieved by extending
the phrase structure constraints given in (8) as
follows:

(12) X-theory:
(a)[Xi Yj Zk ] →

X = Z, i=j=2, k ≤ 1, Y is-spec-of X
15It is of course possible to implement longer distance

relations using feature passing techniques, such as GPSG’s
slash category. This will, however, compromise the effi-
ciency of the system by introducing a greater degree of
backtracking, i.e. proper branches will be licensed con-
tingent upon features successfully being passed between
mother and daughters.
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or,
X = Y, j=0, k=2, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2.

(b) [Xn Word] → cat(Word,X), 2 ≥ n ≥ 0.

Case Filter:
(c) [Z V N2 ] → case-assigner(V)

or,
[Z N2 I ] → case-assigner(I).

θ-Criterion:
(d) [Z X0 Y2 ] → θ-marks(X,Y2)

or,
[Z Y2 V1 ] → θ-marks(V,Y2).

Lexicon/Parameters:
(e) cat(‘What’,N). (l) case-assigner(V0).
(f) cat(‘Maria’,N). (m) case-assigner(I1).
(g) cat(‘see’,V). (n) θ-marks(V,N).
(h) cat(‘will’,I). (o) θ-marks(I,V).
(i) cat(‘will’,C). (p) θ-marks(C,I).
(j) cat(e,N). (q) N is-spec-of V.
(k) cat(e,I). (r) N is-spec-of I.

(s) N is-spec-of C.

The main additions to the system are: the in-
troduction of N and I traces (12j,k),16 the addi-
tion of the functional categories I and C and their
relevant properties (12h,i,m,o,p,r,s),17 and the in-
troduction of NP specifiers of V (12q).18 To sim-
plify the system slightly, we have also removed de-
terminers in favour of a simple proper noun (12f)
and Wh-pronoun (12e). This revised grammar
axiomatisation is now sufficient to prove the ap-
propriate structure for CP → What will Maŕia
see, shown in (14).

As before, we annotate each derivation with ref-
erence to the axioms required to license the corre-
sponding branch of structure. Again by virtue of
(7IV) we can construct the resulting well-formed
tree,shown by the following bracketed list:

16We assume the parsing engine treats e as the empty
string appropriately. The prototype parser is a top-down
one, so empty categories do not cause a problem. We re-
turn to this issue at the end of this section.

17We specify the head of I, will, also as head of C, since
it may move to this position. This a simply a substitute
for a more sophisticated treatment of head-movement.

18Our examples in this section will assume the VP-
internal subject hypothesis that subjects are base-
generated and hence θ-marked in the [Spec,VP] position
(i.e. the specifier of VP), and move to the [Spec,IP] posi-
tion to receive Case. Further, we assume that any Case/θ-
marked NP can move to [Spec,CP] to form a Wh-question.

(13) [C2 [N2 What ] [C1 [C0 will ] [I2 [N2 Maŕia ]
[I1 [I0 e1] [V 2 [N2 e2] [V 1 [V 0 see ] [N2 e3]]] ]]]]

The are, however, two important points about
the revised system. Firstly, while the above is
the correct parse tree, it is an incomplete syntac-
tic analysis. While the system successfully recov-
ers the phrase structure in (11), the coindexations
(e.g. between what and the trace in the verbs ob-
ject position) are not represented (the subscripts
on traces are purely for later identification, and
not recovered by the system). Furthermore, the
phrase structure axioms now substantially over-
generate. In particular, we could generate the
above tree with or without traces in any of the
positions, parse it as a CP or IP, and all such per-
mutations. Clearly these two points are related,
in that only that trees for which there are well-
formed coindexations among moved constituents
and traces, should receive a parse.

In this section we will argue that the cor-
rect solution to this problem is not to augment
the phrase structure component described above.
Such a move would complicate the simple rep-
resentational schema for phrase structure, and
weaken the notion of locality. That is, it would no
longer be possible to define the necessary axioms
in terms of a proper branch. Rather, we introduce
a new type of licensing grammar, exclusively for
the purpose of recovering a representation of long
distance relationships among constituents. We
will call this representation a chain, consisting
of a list of constituents which enter into a well-
formed long distance relation, and thus capture
the coindexations shown in (11). Indeed, just
as we have argued for the view of phrase struc-
ture as an abbreviated proof that a given string
is a valid theorem w.r.t. the axioms over proper
branches, we will now propose that the recovery of
a chain structure constitutes a similarly abbrevi-
ated proof that a given phrase structure is a valid
theorem, w.r.t the axioms over the proper links
of chains. The result is a two-stage deductive
parsing system which distinguishes the recovery of
phrase structure from the recover of chains. The
advantage of such an articulated system is that
each component — phrase structure and chains —
is kept simple, with axioms defined as strictly lo-
cal, necessary constraints licensing branches and
links, respectively.
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(14)
What

[N2]{12b,e}

will

[C0]{12b,i}

Maŕia

[N2]{12b,f}

e1

[I0]{12b,k}

e2

[N2]{12b,j}

see

[V 0]{12b,g}

e3

[N2]{12b,j}

(7IIa)
[V 1 V0 N2]{12a,c,l,d,n}

(7IIa)
[V 2 N2 V1]{12a,q,d,n}

(7IIa)
[I1 I0 V2]{12a,d,o}

(7IIa)
[I2 N2 I1 ]{12a,r,c,m}

(7IIa)
[C1 C0 I2 ]{12a,d,p}

(7IIa)
[C2 N2 C1 ]{12a,s}

We begin as we did for our phrase struc-
ture system, by providing an axiomatisation for
well-formed chains. In contrast with the binary
branching tree representation of phrase structure,
chains can be encoded as lists which contain one
lexical antecedent as their head, followed by an
arbitrary number of traces, and ending with nil.
Just as the well-formedness of trees was recur-
sively defined in terms of well-formed (proper)
branches, so can well-formed chains be defined in
terms of proper links. The details of this formu-
lation are as follows:

(15) I. Two sets of nodes:
(a) The set L of all lexical nodes.
(b) The set NL of all non-lexical (empty)

nodes.

II. The set Link of links:
(a) if XεL, Y εNL∪nil then [X Y ] ε Link

(b) if XεNL, Y εNL∪nil then [X Y ] ε Link

(c) there is nothing else ε Link

III. The set PL of proper links:
(a) α ε PL iff α ε Link, and
(b) α meets all necessary conditions in (16)

IV. The set Ch of well-formed chains:
(a) if α = [X Y ] ε PL, then α ε Ch
(b) if Yc ε Ch and [X Y ] ε PL, then

Xc = [X Yc] ε Ch
(Zc denotes a chain headed by the node Z)

The formulation above defines a chain to be a
list, headed by a lexical node,19 followed by a list

19Since (15II) does not permit the links of the form: [NL
L].

of arbitrary many NL nodes (including zero), and
ending in nil. This allows for the singleton chain
[L nil] to represent constituents which have not
moved. Our specification of grammatical well-
formedness constraints determining the proper
links is given below.20 Where nodes are prefixed
(e.g. by ‘lex’ (lexical), ‘a-pos’ (A-postion), and ‘a-
bar’ (A-position)), we assume these attributes are
accessible by whatever mechanism matches postu-
lated links with the constraints. We discuss later
how such attributes might be assigned in the first
place.

(16) θ-Criterion:
(a) [N2 nil] → theta-marked(N2).

Case Theory:
(b) [a-bar:N2

a a-pos:N2
b ]→ case-marked(N2

b)
or,
[lex:N2 X] → case-marked(N2).

A-to-A Constraint:
(c) [N2

a N2
b ] → not(a-pos:N2

a and a-bar:N2
b).

Head Movement:
(d) [C0 I0] → true.

Category Constraint:
(e) [X Y] → X = Y = N or X, Y ε {C,I}.

Level Constraint:
(f) [Xi Yj ] → i=j=0 or i=j=2.

To briefly summarise these constraints, (16a)
states that the last NP in a chain (the one linked
to nil) must be θ-marked.21 Case Theory in (16b)

20Again, we stress that this formulation is simplified for
expository purposes, and is not intended to represent an
actual axiomatisation of current syntactic theory.

21We will not give definitions for the theta-marked/1 and
case-marked/1 predicates here. We assume that they sim-
ply check that the relevant features are instantiated on the
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states that the NP in the highest A-position (ei-
ther [Spec,IP], [Spec,VP] or [Comp,VP]) must be
Case marked – the two possible link configura-
tions are either the NP linked to and A-node or
the head of the chain. The A-to-A Constraint in
(16c) encodes the fact that there is no movement
from an A-position ([Spec,CP]) to an A-position.
No constraints on Head movement are required
for the current fragment, so this is represented by
the trivially satisfied constraint in (16d). And fi-
nally, the Category constraint requires that any
two linked nodes be either the same category or
functional categories (16e), while the Level Con-
straint requires both nodes to have the same level,
either 0 or 2 (16f). As with X-theory for phrase
structure, these last two constraints apply to all
links (except those with nil).

Chain structure is concerned only with a par-
ticular subset of constituents in the phrase struc-
ture, namely lexical and empty NPs and the heads
of the function categories (C and I). We will
therefore assume here, the existence of an inter-
face procedure which traverses a particular phrase
structure to find these nodes which will consti-
tute the premises of our chain structure deriva-
tion. This procedure might be reasonably used to
annotate the nodes with the relevant ‘lex’, ‘a-pos’,
and ‘a-bar’ information mentioned above (or this
could simply be done by the parser). The result
of this procedure will recovery of the following set
of nodes (shown below with the (non-)lexical ma-
terial they dominate):

(17)
What

N2

will

C0

Maŕia

N2

e1

I0
e2

N2

e3

N2

The task of our chain deduction system is
to show that this set constitutes a theorem, or
rather theorems, since more that one chain will
be formed. The derivations of each chain (i.e.
one for each lexical node), are shown below, along
with the its complete chain representation as con-
structed by (15IV):

nodes, and the counterpart Case Filter and θ-criterion in
the phrase structure component do the relevant instantia-
tions (as well as licensing).

(18)
What

N2

e3

N2 nil
(15IIb)

[N2 nil ]{16a,c}

(15IIa)
[N2 N2]{16b,c,e,f}

=⇒ [What, e3, nil]

(19)
will

C0

e1

I0 nil
(15IIb)

[I0 nil ]
(15IIa)

[C0 I0]{16d,e,f}

=⇒ [will, ei, nil]

(20)
Maŕia

N2

e2

N2 nil
(15IIb)

[N2 nil ]{16a,c}

(15IIa)
[N2 N2]{16b,c,e,f}

=⇒ [Maŕia, e2, nil]

By successfully deriving a proof of chain struc-
ture (i.e. the above set of well-formed chains) for
the phrase structure derivation in (14) we have
(i) proven that the phrase structure is a theorem
of the chain grammar, and (ii) recovered the long
distance relationships (i.e. in the representation
of chains) which corresponds to the coindexations
shown in (11). As a result, we have a complete
proof that the string What will Maŕia see is well-
formed, and our 2-tuple of proofs, phrase struc-
ture and chain structure, provide the abbreviated
proofs which are the complete syntactic analysis.
As we saw for the deduction of phrase structure,
the links of chains do not correspond to some sin-
gle grammatical axiom, but rather meet a variety
of independent necessary constraints. It should
also be apparent that alternative possible phrase
structure derivations, such as those with omit-
ted/extra traces would not be provable as the-
orems of the chain grammar, and thus rejected.

We have presented a highly simplified gram-
matical axiomatisation of both phrase structure
and chain systems, with the aim of demonstrat-
ing how a set of necessary licensing constraints
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can be exploited in a syntactic parsing frame-
work, and how distinct representations may be
decomposed, logically, while contributing to a sin-
gle, complete linguistic analysis. The proposed
techniques have, however been exploited in a sys-
tem of more substantial linguistic coverage. In
particular, the techniques outlined here underlie
the basis of a larger project on the construction
of a bilingual (English-German) system (Crocker,
1992, 1996). The coverage of that systems in-
cludes the following construction types (for both
languages):

– Subcategorization: complex subcategoriza-
tion patterns (intransitive, transitive, di-
transitive, and sentence complements).

– Case-marking: morphological and abstract
case assignment and exceptional case mark-
ing phenomena.

– Thematic-role assignment: as determined by
subcategorization and case.

– Head movement: subject-aux inversion, V-
2 raising in German, and V-to-I raising for
inflection.

– Recursive sentences: relative clauses and sen-
tential complements.

– Cyclic movement: long-distance movement
from within embedded clauses.

The full system further decomposes the the-
matic representation from the phrase structure
representation, primarily for reasons of cognitive
plausibility which we are not concerned with here.
Indeed it should be noted that the primary func-
tion of the system was as a model of human
syntactic parsing, and thus the coverage of the
grammar was determined by those constructions
which were of linguistic and psychological inter-
est, rather than a goal of wide, practical cover-
age. The current implementation of the system
therefore does not require the coverage of some
other principle-based parsers (e.g. (Merlo, 1995)
and (Fong, 1991)). One significant omission in
the system presented here is the apparent lack
of any technique for capturing the so-called com-
mand relations typically required for constrain-
ing long-distance dependencies, e.g. Subjacency.

Roughly speaking, command relations make refer-
ence to dominance and precedence configurations
in the phrase marker. Such information will ap-
parently be unavailable to our chain system which
simply receives a set of relevant nodes found in the
phrase structure by the interface relation. There
are, however, indexing techniques for labelling the
nodes of a parse tree, such that various command
relations can be determined without re-traversing
the tree (Latecki, 1991) (for further discussion see
(Merlo, 1993)). If we assume that the parser or
interfacing procedure performs such an indexing
on phrase structure, then it is possible to compute
the command relations necessary for defining con-
straints such as Subjacency. It is then straightfor-
ward to specify such constraints as strictly local
conditions on possible proper links.

2.3 Issues of Control

In the exposition to this point, we have focussed
on the logical specification of a licensing gram-
mar, and the decomposition of the system on the
basis of the representation type being licensed:
phrase structure and chains. To construct the-
orem provers for our licensing grammar axioma-
tisations, we first require a mechanism that can
generate arbitrary formulae (i.e. trees or chains
as defined in (7) and (15)) so that we can then
apply the axioms of grammar to determine which
trees are grammatical. When cast in these terms,
the solution to developing an efficient deductive
parser for a principle-based, licensing grammar
might seem rather elusive. One crucial aspect
of this axiomatisation, however, is precisely the
locality property mentioned above. By defining
the principles of grammar as conditions on proper
branches or proper links, we can recursively define
the set of well-formed syntactic trees and chains.
That is, we need not define the entire set of trees
and chains, and then subsequently restrict this
set. Rather, the set of possible syntactic struc-
tures is defined exclusively in terms of locally well-
formed branches and chain links. Given this char-
acterisation of principle-based grammars we can
construct structure generating theorem provers
which interleave the process of structure build-
ing and licensing by the grammatical principles,
on a branch-by-branch (or link-by-link) basis.

Thus far, we have treated these as distinct sys-
tems, with the latter presumably invoked after the
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former. That is, the top level of the system can
be specified in Prolog as follows:

(21) parse(String,PS,CS) :–
phrase-structure(String,PS),
interface(PS,List),
chain-structure(List,CS).

Clearly, however, such a strategy will be wildly
inefficient due to its generate and test nature, al-
though unlike Johnson’s (1989) system at least
the string will be used to inform the construc-
tion of phrase structure (PS). As with Johnson’s
system, however, we have employed coroutining
to achieve much improved performance where
the chain structure is recovered in tandem with
phrase structure. Such a technique permits us to
detect invalid phrase structures (i.e. those which
are not theorems of the chain system) as early
as possible. For example, assuming no rightward
movement of constituents, if a trace is postulated
by the parser, but cannot be licensed in a chain,
then the parser can immediately backtrack and
pursue an alternative path. That is, the parser
will not sustain the postulation of traces which
don’t have a potential antecedent in the current,
partially constructed chain structure.

The individual theorem provers also provide
natural loci for implementing particular controls
strategies without requiring modification of the
principles themselves. That is, we can adjust
the way candidate structures are proposed by
the interpreters, but the constraints which ap-
ply to these structures remain unchanged. While
any suitable parsing algorithm is in theory pos-
sible (modulo the relevant constraints imposed
by recursion and empty productions), incremen-
tal parsing algorithms are necessary for optimal
coroutining. That is, if the chain interpreter tra-
verses the phrase structure tree as it is built,
then stack based algorithms which delay attach-
ments (e.g. shift-reduce), will delay the invo-
cation of the chain interpreter. In the present
system, our prototype uses a simple recursive
descent algorithm for postulating trees, but re-
lated work has advocated combining top-down
and bottom-up techniques (Crocker, 1994) (Sta-
bler, 1994). Since chains are essentially a one-
dimensional construct, we simply construct them
linearly, from left to right.

It should be apparent that such a coroutin-
ing approach will perform as well as a traditional
phrase structure grammar using a gap-threading
technique, since both procedures will make use
of antecedent information during parsing, to con-
strain the parser’s search. Let us now, however,
speculate on other potential control regimes. The
present approach of decomposing the parsing task
into distinct deductive tasks points to the pos-
sibility of using other control strategies such as
parallel techniques. Since coroutining effectively
simulates synchronous parallel computation, it
should be relatively straightforward to implement
the parallel counterpart. Indeed this should also
be possible for the coroutining model proposed by
Johnson (1989). That is, while traditional phrase
structure grammars permit parallel computation
of multiple, distinct syntactic analyses in parallel,
the modular licensing model also permits paral-
lel computation within a single syntactic analy-
sis. That is, a principle-based system may be dis-
tributed, with separate processes computing dif-
ferent representational levels or types.

Interestingly, however, the approach developed
here also presents the possibility of asynchronous
parallelisation of the chain system. Once the rele-
vant nodes in the phrase structure tree are identi-
fied by the interface procedure, they can simply be
handed to an asynchronous chain process. That
is, the derivation of chain structure, assuming the
indexing technique mentioned above, becomes in-
dependent of the actual phrase structure parser.
The implementation of such systems remains a
matter for future investigation.

3 Conclusion

In this paper we have advanced two principal
arguments. Firstly we highlighted a fundamen-
tal difference between rule-based and principle-
based grammars with regards to deductive pars-
ing. Rule-based grammars may be more ac-
curately termed ‘construction-based’ grammars,
in that an individual rule is sufficient to li-
cense a particular unit of structure. This one-
to-one, rule-to-structure correspondence means
that rules may be efficiently used to propose
candidate structures during parsing. Principle-
based grammars, however, fall into a category
we have termed ‘licensing-grammars’ (following
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Speas (1990)), whose axiomatisation possesses
rather different characteristics. In the case of li-
censing grammars, principles are typically neces-
sary conditions on particular structural configu-
rations, and indeed numerous conditions may ap-
ply to a particular unit of structure. Furthermore,
none of these principles is particularly suited to
the task of proposing candidate structures, since
a given constraint is (typically) only defined with
respect to some isolated aspect of the structure
(i.e. some subset of features). Since the individ-
ual principles are not sufficient to license some
structure, such an axiomatisation also entails the
existence of axioms which generate the space of
possible structure, such as binary-branching trees,
for example.

The second contribution is to suggest that the
various informational dependencies involved in
current principle-based analyses be decomposed
into simple, homogeneous representation types.
In so doing, we permit the generalised invoca-
tion of the above methodology; that is, just as
we define phrase structure as a set of structure li-
censing conditions over the branches of a binary-
branching tree, so can we define chain structure
and a set of structure licensing conditions over the
links in a chain (or, list). While it is an empirical
issue as to whether or not the locality constraints
imposed by such a formalisation are sufficiently
powerful, they are certainly in the spirit of cur-
rent proposals in syntactic theory (see Manzini
(1992) as an example).

In the context of the decomposed, modular ar-
chitecture we have constructed, we argue that
the generate and test nature of the system can
be overcome using coroutining techniques simi-
lar to Johnson (1989). It has also been our ex-
perience, however, that by separating the gram-
matical principles along representational lines it
is much easier to monitor the informational de-
pendencies among various constraints, a matter
of crucial importance to the performance in sys-
tems which use the goal freezing mechanism which
underlies coroutining. The ‘decomposition’ ap-
proach also means that theorem proving strate-
gies can potentially be adapted to individual rep-
resentation types, in a manner that would be vir-
tually impossible for systems such as Johnson’s,
and finally, we have suggested that our approach
is potentially much more amenable to distribution

and parallelisation of the parsing task. Whether
or not this turns out to be valuable remains a
topic for future research.
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